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The mononuclear molybdenum enzymes all possess one or two
molybdopterin cofactors coordinated to the molybdenum through
the ditholene motif.1 Despite this common feature, they exhibit
quite diverse functionality.1 The molybdenum enzymes previously
have been described as all involving two-electron redox chemistry
at molybdenum, coupled with the transfer of an oxygen atom from
water via molybdenum to substrate, or the reverse.1 While these
rules still appear to hold for most molybdenum enzymes, and for
their close relatives the tungsten enzymes,2 it now seems that there
are at least some exceptions. The recently discovered tungsten
enzyme acetylene hydratase catalyzes a net hydration reaction,
rather than a redox one.3 Very recently it has been shown that
formate oxidation to CO2 by Eschericia coliformate dehydro-
genase H (FDHH) does not involve oxygen atom transfer.4 This
enzyme has also been shown to possess a potentially redox-active
selenosulfide ligand to molybdenum,5 with the selenosulfide sulfur
probably being one of the sulfurs of the cofactor dithiolene. We
present herein an extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) spectroscopic study of the molybdenum site ofDes-
ulfoVibrio desulfuricansATCC 27774 formate dehydrogenase
(FDH)6 and show that under reducing conditions the selenosulfide
group can be reduced. This is the first observation of ligand-
based redox chemistry in a molybdenum enzyme.7

Figure 1 shows the molybdenum and selenium K-edge EXAFS
spectra8 of D. desulfuricansFDH, together with the best fits11

and the corresponding EXAFS Fourier transforms. The Mo
K-edge data of the oxidized enzyme clearly indicate a mono-oxo
active site (ModO at 1.70 Å), with approximately four Mo-S
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Figure 1. A shows the EXAFS spectra (solid lines) with best-fits (broken
lines), and B shows the corresponding EXAFS Fourier transforms ofD.
desulfuricansFDH. From top to bottom, the figure shows the Mo K-edge
data of oxidized enzyme, the Mo K-edge data of reduced enzyme, the
Se K-edge data of oxidized enzyme, and the Se K-edge data of reduced
enzyme.
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ligands at 2.42 Å and a single Mo-Se ligand at 2.57 Å. The Se
K-edge EXAFS data indicate the presence of a Se-Mo at 2.57
Å (in excellent agreement with the Mo K-edge data), a Se-C at
∼2.0 Å, and a Se-S interaction at 2.15 Å.12 The presence of a
selenosulfide ligand has previously been demonstrated forE. coli
FDHH,5 with the selenosulfide sulfur most likely originating from
one of the cofactor dithiolene ligands.5,13 A similar ligand
configuration for oxidizedD. desulfuricansFDH is proposed in
Figure 2. The Mo K-edge data of the reduced enzyme indicate a
des-oxo site, with one long Mo-O at 2.19 Å, approximately four
Mo-S ligands at 2.38 Å, and one Mo-Se at 2.57 Å. The selenium
K-edge data of reduced enzyme also indicate one Se-Mo at 2.57
Å, and one Se-C at ∼1.9 Å, but in contrast with the oxidized
protein no Se-S interaction was required to fit the data.
Comparison of the Se K-edge EXAFS Fourier transforms shown
in Figure 1B clearly illustrate the absence of a Se-S interaction
in the reduced sample.

The Mo K-edge results are consistent with a mono-oxo MoVI

site for the oxidizedD. desulfuricansFDH and a des-oxo MoIV

site for the reduced enzyme. A similar active site chemistry is
well established with other molybdenum enzymes,1,9 with the
ModO ligand being protonated to yield Mo-OH or Mo-OH2

in reduced active sites. The fact that the molybdenum and the
selenosulfide have both apparently been reduced suggests that
the active site has undergone a total four-electron reduction. Such
a multi-redox step may be the result of the vigorous conditions
used for reduction, but the finding that the selenosulfide ligand
is reducible has important implications for the catalytic mecha-
nism. It is possible that in formate dehydrogenases the seleno-
sulfide ligand to molybdenum, rather than the metal itself,
performs the redox-active role during catalysis in this novel group
of enzymes. This hypothesis is reinforced by the data fromE.
coli FDHH. Both X-ray crystallography13 and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy5 suggest des-oxo active site structures for oxidized
E. coli FDHH with the molybdenum possessing a Mo-OH or
Mo-OH2 ligand. Such structures would be quite unprecedented
for a putative MoVI complex and should thus be considered as
chemically improbable. Furthermore, the EXAFS study5 indicated

almost identical structures for the Mo sites of oxidized and
dithionite-treatedE. coli FDHH, suggesting similar molybdenum
oxidation states.5,14 It now seems probable that oxidizedE. coli
FDHH contains a formal MoIV site and that the catalytic two-
electron redox reaction converting formate to CO2 instead reduces
the selenosulfide ligand, with the molybdenum filling a more
passive electrochemical role. The potential importance of sulfur-
based ligand redox chemistry for molybdenum enzymes has
recently been discussed by Stiefel.15

Finally, we will discuss the molybdenum EPR spectroscopy
of these enzymes. EPR signals attributed to MoV have been
observed by addition of formate toE. coli FDHH,16 and two
different types of signal have been observed inD. desulfuricans
FDH by using redox potentiometry and by the addition of
formate.6 Although the formate-induced spectra from both
enzymes are quite distinct, they both possess proton hyperfine
couplings, and in the case of theE. coli enzyme this coupled
proton has been shown to originate from theR-proton of formate.16

For D. desulfuricansFDH, MoV species could in principle be
generated either by one-electron reduction of the MoVI site or by
total three-electron reduction of both the selenosulfide ligand and
MoVI. For E. coli FDHH, the presence of selenium coordination
in the signal-giving species has been definitively shown by
observation of large77Se hyperfine couplings in isotopically
enriched enzyme,16 indicating extensive spin delocalization onto
selenium.4,5 One-electron reduction of a MoIV species (see
discussion above) would normally be expected to yield MoIII .
Although there are very few reports in the literature of well-
characterized mononuclear MoIII compounds with thiolate ligands,17

it is expected that such species would be low-spinS) 1/2, would
have somewhat slightly higherg-values and anisotropy (when
compared to MoV), and slightly lower Mo hyperfine couplings.
Given the importance of ligand effects in MoV EPR spectra18 we
thus expect these two oxidation states to be difficult to distinguish
by EPR alone, and it seems possible that the reportedE. coli
FDHH MoV EPR signals are in fact from MoIII .19 In any case, the
molybdenum EPR spectroscopy of formate dehydrogenases is
clearly far from being well understood, and future X-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopic studies of EPR-active species may provide
clarification.
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Figure 2. Postulated structures for the active site of oxidized and reduced
D. desulfuricansFDH. Note that geometry is not directly available from
EXAFS and that this is thus somewhat tentatively proposed from the
geometries observed crystallographically for related enzymes.13 The
distances shown are those determined from the EXAFS curve-fitting
analysis shown in Figure 1.
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